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Abstract. We use the first data release of the 2-degree Field quasar survey to investigate the effect of gravitational magnification
by foreground absorbing systems on background quasars. We select two populations of quasars from this sample: one with
strong Mg/Fe absorbers and one without. The selection is done in such a way that the two populations have the same
redshift distribution and the absorber detection procedure discards possible biases with quasar magnitude. We then compare
their magnitude distributions and find a relative excess of bright quasars with absorbers. This effect is detected at the 2.4, 3.7
and 4.4σ levels inu-, b- andr-bands. Various explanations of the observed phenomenon are considered and several lines of
evidence point towards gravitational lensing causing some of the differences observed in the magnitude distributions. We note
that physical quasar-absorber associations may contribute to some extent to the observed correlations for low quasar-absorber
velocity differences. We discuss the implications of these findings and propose future work which will allow us to strengthen
and extend the results presented here.
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1. Introduction

Luminous quasi-stellar objects, hereafter quasars, permit the
detection of arbitrarily faint galactic systems through absorp-
tion in their spectra. These absorbers are believed to trace var-
ious types of systems (disks, dwarfs, low surface brightness
galaxies) and/or different regions of galaxies (the innermost
part, outflows). Detecting such a system in the spectrum of a
quasar indicates the presence of a matter overdensity along its
line-of-sight and such a concentration of matter may well act
as a lens on the background quasar. This scenario is then ex-
pected to affect the magnitude distribution of a quasar popu-
lation showing absorption systems (Bartelmann & Loeb 1995;
Pei 1995; Perna et al. 1997; Smette et al. 1997).

If some absorbers, for example with high H column den-
sities, trace distant galaxies, the associated lensing effects, for
impact parameters greater than∼10 kpc, will likely modify the
flux of the source without producing new additional images.
Since the intrinsic luminosity of a given quasar is not known
a-priori, such an effect cannot be detected for an individual ob-
ject but requires a statistical analysis performed with a large
homogeneous sample.
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For a magnitude limited sample of quasars, two effects of
gravitational magnification come into play: the flux received
from distant sources is boosted, increasing the probability of
observing quasars behind absorbers, while the solid angle be-
hind absorbers is gravitationally enlarged, which then lowers
the density of background quasars. The net result of these com-
peting effects (an increase or decrease of the number counts
of quasars with an absorber) depends on whether the loss of
sources due to dilution is balanced by the gain of sources due
to flux magnification (Narayan 1989). Sources with flat lumi-
nosity functions, like faint quasars, are depleted by magnifica-
tion while the number density of sources with steep luminosity
functions, like bright quasars, is increased. This effect is called
themagnification bias(e.g. Schneider et al. 1992).

Attempts to quantify this phenomenon have been made in
the past through both theoretical modeling and direct observa-
tions. Pei (1995) estimated the effects of gravitational lensing
by cosmologically distributed dark matter halos on the quasar
luminosity function; Bartelmann & Loeb (1995) and Smette
et al. (1997) showed how the statistics of Damped Ly-α sys-
tems are affected by lensing; Perna et al. (1997) estimated
that for bright quasars changes in magnitudes due to gravi-
tational lensing by spiral galaxies are stronger than obscura-
tion effects which give rise to the opposite trend. More re-
cently, Maller et al. (2002) have shown that the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) combined with future
space-based missions (such as the Galaxy Evolution Explorer
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satellite; Milliard et al. 2001) will provide the necessary data
to constrain the mass to gas ratio of certain types of absorbers
by using the gravitational lensing effects they produce on back-
ground quasars.

On the observational side, one approach consists of fitting
lensing models to the redshift evolution of quasar absorbers
to disentangle intrinsic evolution from gravitational lensing
(Thomas & Webster 1990; Steidel & Sargent 1992; Borgeest
& Mehlert 1993). All these studies found the effect of lensing
to be small for the range of redshifts and equivalent widths they
used. Another approach first suggested by York et al. (1991) is
to divide quasar spectra into a bright and a faint sample in order
to determine the incidence of absorbers in each sample sepa-
rately. In their study, York et al. found no evidence for gravita-
tional lensing, except perhaps towards higher redshifts (z∼ 3).
Vanden Berk et al. (1996) extended the analysis to a larger sam-
ple of quasar spectra compiled from the literature. They found
an excess of C absorbers in luminous quasars, as would be
expected from a gravitational lensing effect, but did not find a
similar trend in the available Mg sample. Recently, Le Brun
et al. (2000) used a sample of 7 Damped Ly-α systems for
which they identified the absorbing galaxies, measured the im-
pact parameters, and derived the upper limit of 0.3 mag for the
amplification factor.

Apart from the latter one, all these above mentioned stud-
ies used relatively weak absorber samples: considering Mg,
most of the corresponding systems they used have an equiva-
lent width (0.2 <∼ W0 (2796 Å)<∼ 1 Å). As a result, the authors
looked for the cumulative – and likely weak – lensing effects
due to multiple absorbing systems along the line-of-sight of
quasars. Here we adopt another strategy for unveiling the ef-
fects of gravitational lensing by absorbers: we focus on the
strongest systems and look for their magnification bias. Indeed,
despite the fact that such systems are rarer, some of them may
actually probe the inner part of galactic halos and might there-
fore favor observable lensing effects. Being able to measure the
associated magnification bias might be of great interest since it
allows us to probe the dark matter distribution of distant bary-
onic systems seen in absorption. For a given distribution of im-
pact parameters and for a given dark matter profile, an accurate
measurement can then lead to some constrains on the average
massof these absorber systems.

In order to detect this effect, we use here the first re-
lease of the 2dF quasar survey (2QZ), i.e. a large and ho-
mogeneous sample of quasar spectra, to compare the mag-
nitude distribution of quasars with a strong Mg absorber
(1.3 <∼ W0 (2796+ 2803 Å) <∼ 9.0 Å) to that of a reference
population of quasars for which no such absorption was found.

This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we present
the data and detail how we selected two unbiased samples of
quasars, with and without absorbers. We then compare their
magnitude distribution in Sect. 3 and find a significant differ-
ence between them. In Sect. 4 we review the effects expected
from the presence of a system along a quasar line-of-sight and
find gravitational lensing and physical associations to be the
most likely explanations for the trend we observe. Finally, we
discuss the implications of the results obtained and propose

further extensions of this work to the larger sets of data which
will become available soon.

2. The data

Until recently only a few hundred quasar spectra were avail-
able for the detection of quasar absorbers. With the help of
multi-fiber spectroscopy, surveys of thousands of quasars have
become publicly available. A pioneer experiment in this area,
the 2 degree field quasar redshift survey (2QZ) has already
acquired more than 20 000 quasar spectra (Boyle et al. 2001;
Croom et al. 2001a; Hoyle et al. 2002) and provides an un-
precedented source for statistical studies of quasars in a homo-
geneous sample.

2.1. The 2dF QSO redshift survey and associated
quasar absorbers

The first data release of the 2QZ contains over ten thousand
low resolution quasar spectra, taken with the 2-degree Field
instrument at the Anglo-Australian Telescope in the range
3700−7500 Å. Quasar candidates with 18.25 < bJ < 20.85
were selected from a single homogeneous color-based cata-
logue from APM (Automatic Plate Measuring) measurements
of UK Schmidt photographic material. Note that the corre-
spondingu- and r-band quasar catalogues are therefore not
complete.

In our study we will use the absorber catalogue compiled
by Outram et al. (2001). They examined visually the highest
signal-to-noise ratio spectra in order to identify heavy element
absorbers (hereafter, “metal” absorbers). Their aim was to com-
pile a list of Damped Lymanα (DLA) candidates for further
investigation. Starting from the 10k catalogue, the sub-sample
used to optimize this “metal” search is defined according to the
following criteria:

1. the sample is limited to quasars withzem > 0.5;
2. only spectra with signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) greater

than 15 in the range 4000–5000 Å were selected. ThisS/N
estimate is based on spectral variances measured from the
200 fibers in each APM field;

3. quasars exhibiting broad absorption lines or high ionization
systems withzabs∼ zem are excluded from the analysis.

This selection reduces the 10k release to a sample of
1264 quasars which werevisually inspected for the detection
of absorption lines. In order to avoid false detections, they re-
quire the presence of at least two absorber species at the same
redshift. We refer the reader to Outram et al. (2001) for the
details of the absorption line detection technique.

In this subsample of quasars, 129 spectra contain at least
one absorption system and there remain 1135 quasars for which
no absorption line was detected. In order to compare the mag-
nitude distribution of these two samples, the corresponding
quasars must be selected in a way that does not introduce any
magnitude bias. The rest of the section describes the details of
this selection.
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2.1.1. The absorber population

In order to optimize the detection of statistical lensing effects,
a large sample of strong absorbers is required. In the 2QZ
the most commonly detected absorbers are Mg/Fe systems.
Indeed, Mg absorption is a doublet, allowing for robust iden-
tification, and Fe lines present a variety of rest wavelengths
and oscillator strengths, which eases Fe identification in a
given wavelength range. The Mg/Fe absorbers identified
by Outram et al. (2001) are strong systems with rest equiva-
lent width of the Mg doublets ranging from 1.3 to 9.0 Å (see
Table A.2). In the following, all equivalent widths will refer to
the one of the Mg doublet, as given by Outram et al. (2001).
This preselection reduces the sample introduced above down
to 109 quasars. The corresponding list is given in Appendix A.
For our analysis, we do not take into account the small number
of quasars which are not detected in ther-band: one quasar with
an absorber (flagged R1 in Table A.2) and 2% of the reference
quasars, in order to analyze well-defined samples in every mag-
nitude band. Lastly, since our goal is to look for gravitational
lensing effects, we also exclude one system (flagged R2 in the
table) for which the absorber escape velocity is smaller than
3000 km s−1 which indicates that the absorber is very likely
physically associated to the quasar. In the six cases where two
absorbers are detected in a single quasar spectrum (A flags), we
consider only the one having the largest equivalent width. (Note
that, given the small number of quasars concerned, using other
choices do not significantly affect the results of this study.) The
resulting set of quasars with absorbers contains 108 objects and
the reference population 1114. The selection steps are summa-
rized in Table A.1.

As mentioned in the introduction, the amplitude of grav-
itational lensing effects by absorbers is expected to be high-
est when absorbing systems probe the inner part of galactic
halos. Such a situation is likely to occur when quasar spec-
tra show strong Mg lines or a Damped Lyman-α absorber at
z>∼ 0.5 (Steidel 1995; Le Brun et al. 2000). Several theoretical
studies have investigated the corresponding lensing effects (Pei
1995; Bartelmann & Loeb 1995; Perna et al. 1997; Smette et al.
1997). In the present study, it is important to note that our ab-
sorber sample is actually expected to present such properties:
strong Mg/Fe systems have proven to be excellent tracers
of DLAs. Indeed, although a number of DLAs are known at
high-redshifts (Storrie-Lombardi et al. 1996; Storrie-Lombardi
& Wolfe 2000; Péroux et al. 2002) due to their signature in
optical spectra, discovering these systems at lower redshifts is
more challenging since the observed wavelengths of DLAs are
shifted to the ultraviolet, requiring space-based observations.
An attempt to overcome this drawback was first proposed by
Rao et al. (1995) who suggested the use of Mg absorbers as
tracers of DLA candidates. Their method is based on obser-
vational evidence which indicates that DLAs are always asso-
ciated with a Mg system. Extensions of this work (Le Brun
et al. 1998; Rao & Turnshek 2000; Nestor et al. 2002) have
shown that strong Mg and Fe absorption systems observed
in optical quasar spectra are very reliable indicators of the pres-
ence of DLAs at low-redshifts. Therefore, our absorber popula-
tion can be considered as a sample of DLA candidates. In such

Fig. 1.Redshift distributions of the population of quasars with a strong
Mg /Fe absorber (solid line), the sample of absorbers (filled his-
togram) and the population of quasars without such absorbers (dashed
line). For the latter one our analysis considers only quasars whose
redshifts overlap the ones of quasars with absorbers (red dashed re-
gion). Since the probability of finding an absorber increases with red-
shift, the sample of quasars with an absorber presents a redshift dis-
tribution skewed towards high redshifts with respect to the reference
population.

a case, our selection is expected to favour gravitational lensing
effects.

2.1.2. Redshift distributions

We present the redshift distributions of the three populations
relevant to this study in Fig. 1: the initial sample of quasars
without any strong absorber (dashed line), the population of
quasars with a strong Mg/Fe absorber (solid line) and the
corresponding detected Mg/Fe absorbers (filled histogram).
Since the probability of finding an absorber increases as a
function of redshift, the redshift distribution of the sample of
quasars with an absorber is skewed towards high redshifts with
respect to the population of quasars without an absorber. In ad-
dition, the apparent magnitude of a quasar depends on distance
as well as intrinsic luminosity. Therefore, a meaningful com-
parison of their magnitude distributions requires the samples to
have the same redshift distribution. Thus, we will work with
subsamples of the population of quasars without absorbers se-
lected such that the number of objects and the redshift distri-
butions are identical to that of the quasars with an absorber.
This range is represented by the red dashed region in Fig. 1.
Moreover this choice of redshift distribution automatically re-
jects the low redshift quasars for which the Fe lines (2344,
2382, 2587 and 2600 Å) do not fall in the observed wavelength
range. This set of bootstrapped subsamples constitutes ourref-
erencesample.
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Fig. 2. Magnitude-S/N distributions of the two quasar populations in
u-, b- and r-bands. The reference population is plotted on the left
hand side and the population of quasars with a detected absorber on
the right hand side. A correlation is clearly seen in each band. The
S/N parameter is the one given by the 2dF, i.e. computed in the range
4000−5000 Å. The horizontal light-coloured line defines the limit
S/N > 15 used by Outram et al. (2001) in order to define the quasar
sample.

2.1.3. Signal-to-noise properties

The absorber detection efficiency depends on theS/N of the
quasar spectra, so it is necessary to verify how this parameter
influences the magnitude distribution of the two quasar pop-
ulations. Since each field observed by the 2QZ was exposed
approximately for the same length of time (about 55 min), we
expect some correlation between the magnitude of the quasars
and theirS/N.

In Fig. 2, we plot the 2dFS/N estimate as a function of the
magnitude of the quasars in theu-, b- andr-bands. The right
panels show the population of quasars with a detected absorber
and the left ones the reference population. Bright quasars tend
to have higherS/N as is expected; the scatter of this correlation
is quite large since theS/N not only depends on magnitude, but
also on the sky brightness, the exposure time and the air mass.
Given this correlation, it is important to check that the absorber
selection does not bias the sample towards a preferential range
of S/N and hence biases the magnitudes.

Fig. 3. Observed Mg equivalent widthW as a function of spectrum
S/N. The typical uncertainty onW is of the order of 20 per cent. The
solid line indicates the region above which Mg absorbers are de-
tected at more than 5σ. The triangles show the 2dFS/N estimate based
in the 4000–5000 Å range and the circles show our estimate using the
5000–7000 Å range. The two horizontal lines represent the lower lim-
its used in Sect. 3 to discard possible biases in the absorber detection
procedure. Note that five systems withS/N > 50 are not displayed for
clarity.

In a spectrum with a resolutionFWHM, the minimum de-
tectable equivalent width with anσ significance is:

Wmin = n× FWHM× (S/N)−1. (1)

Given the resolution of 2dF spectra (FWHM = 8 Å), the
minimum equivalent width detectable at 5σ for a S/N greater
than 15 isWmin = 2.6 Å.

The visual detection of Mg/Fe systems is mostly based
on the Mg absorption feature, since the Mg doublet is the
more distinct feature (see Fig. 4 for an example). The equiva-
lent widths of the Mg absorbers we use are given by Outram
et al. (2001, see Table 1 of their paper). In Fig. 3 we show the
distribution of the observed Mg equivalent widths as a func-
tion of spectrum’sS/N with triangles. Following Eq. (1), the
solid line represents the region above which Mg absorbers
can be detected at least at the 5σ level. Since all the absorbers
lie above the solid line of this figure, all of them have a suffi-
cient detection level (>5σ) to be identified in any of the quasar
spectra of the sample. Therefore, based on the Mg absorption
line detection, our sample is not biased towards any preferen-
tial S/N or magnitude range. The fact that all the points lie well
above the 5σ level depends on the criteria used by Outram et al.
(2001) in their absorber search (for example the requirement of
the presence of Fe lines) and show that only very robust de-
tections are considered. We have further checked this by visu-
ally inspecting the spectra of the objects listed by Outram et al.
and found that most of the systems show the four Fe lines
(2344, 2382, 2587 and 2600 Å) and all of them clearly show
at least three of the four lines. The simultaneous detection of
several lines (in addition to the presence of Mg) makes the
Fe detection quite robust.
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Fig. 4.Example of Mg/Fe detection. The spectrum of this quasar atzem = 2.06 clearly shows the Mg doublet as well as the four Fe lines
expected for an absorber atzabs= 0.82. This spectrum has a signal-to-noise ratio of 48. The dashed line is the corresponding sky spectrum.

Besides, it is worth pointing out that given the rest frame
wavelengths of Mg transitions (2796 and 2803 Å), a num-
ber of the corresponding absorption lines fall in the range
5000−7000 Å of the quasar spectra. However, as mentioned
above, theS/N-parameters as determined by the 2QZ team are
measured in the range 4000–5000 Å. Since theS/N of a spec-
trum is a function of the observed wavelength, the 2QZS/N
may not be optimal for testing how the absorber detection tech-
nique might bias the luminosity function of our two quasar pop-
ulations. In order to obtain aS/N parameter that more directly
describes this selection bias, we have recomputed theS/N of
each quasar in the observed wavelength range 5000−7000 Å
by using the ratio between the raw and smoothed spectra.
Appropriate masks have been used at a number of locations
where sky lines were not completely subtracted during data re-
duction.

The circles in Fig. 3 show the distribution of the observed
Mg  equivalent widths as a function of our spectrum’sS/N es-
timator made in the range 5000–7000 Å. The fact that all the
circles lie also above the solid line shows that the Mg ab-
sorber detection is not biased towards any preferentialS/N in
the whole 4000−7000 Å range of the spectra.

3. The effect of absorbers on the quasar
magnitude distribution

Now we compare the magnitude distributions of the two quasar
populations, knowing that a difference can only be related to
the presence of the absorber along the quasar line-of-sight.

We proceed as follows: from the reference quasar popula-
tion we bootstrap 10 000 subsamples having the same size as
the sample with absorbers, i.e.NQSO = 108 (see Table A.1
for the successive steps of the object selection). As previ-
ously mentioned, the objects are chosen from the reference
sample with the same redshift distribution as the sample with

absorbers. The combined 10 000 bootstrap samples without ab-
sorbers are used as a reference sample in what follows.

In the upper panels of Fig. 5 we show the magnitude distri-
bution of the two quasar samples in theu-, b- andr-bands. The
solid line represents the magnitude distribution of the quasars
with an absorber and the dashed line shows the combined refer-
ence sample. Since these two populations have different sizes,
we plot the fraction of objects per magnitude bin. The mag-
nitude distribution of quasars with an absorber appears to be
skewed towards bright objects with respect to the reference
population. This effect is observed in each band and suggests
an intrinsic difference in the magnitude distributions. We now
show that this difference is significant: we estimate the Poisson
noise associated with the number of quasars with absorbers
per magnitude binNQSO+abs(m) by computing the rms devia-
tions in each bin of the bootstrap subsamples introduced above.
We neglect the noise contribution of the reference population
NQSO,ref, i.e. the combined bootstraps, since it is a much larger
sample. For each band, we compute the ratio between the two
magnitude distributions:NQSO+abs(m)/NQSO,ref(m), normalised
by the number of objects. The ratios are displayed in the lower
panels of Fig. 5. Each of them is then fitted by a straight line
with gradientγ. If both samples had similar distributions, then
the ratio would be unity andγ would be zero. However, in each
band, these fits indicate a tilt between the two magnitude distri-
butions, showing an excess of bright (and/or a deficit of faint)
quasars with an absorber with respect to the reference popu-
lation. The corresponding gradients areγu = −0.29 ± 0.12,
γb = −0.66 ± 0.17 andγr = −0.70 ± 0.15 in theu, b, and
r bands, respectively. The significance of these detection is
computed by applying the same analysis to the 10 000 boot-
strapped samples, i.e. we compare each of them to the com-
bined reference population, by computing the corresponding
ratios and fitting them with straight lines. Figure 6 shows the
corresponding distribution of gradientsγboot for each band, as
well as the value found for the sample of quasars with absorbers
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Fig. 5. The top panels present theu-, b- andr-band magnitude distributions of the population of quasars with a strong Mg/Fe absorber in
solid lines and the quasars without such absorbers in dashed lines. The latter is computed from a combination of bootstraps that match the
redshift distribution of the first. The bottom panels show the distribution ratios, as well as noise coming from the finite size of the small sample
of quasars with an absorber. Each magnitude band clearly indicates a tilt between the two magnitude distributions.

(vertical line). Each distribution is well fitted by a Gaussian. It
appears that the magnitude distribution of the quasars with ab-
sorber significantly deviates from the magnitude distributions
of random reference samples. Bright quasars with an absorber
are in excess compared to the reference population (and/or faint
quasars are in deficit). The tilt between the two populations is
seen at the 2.4, 3.7 and 4.4σ level in theu-, b- and r-bands
respectively. Table 1 summarizes the amplitude of these detec-
tions. Note that these values are relatively weakly sensitive to
the number of bins used.

Given the fact that we fix the number of quasars in the
bootstrap subsamples to match the number of quasars with an
absorber, the only relevant information in our comparison is
the value of the tilt, i.e. the gradientγ between the magni-
tude distributions. The magnitude for which the two distribu-
tions are similar (the zero point) can not be estimated with
this technique and therefore the observed tilt could arise ei-
ther from an excess of bright quasars with an absorber, or from
a deficit of faint quasars with absorbers, or from a combina-
tion of the two. This analysis shows, that the magnitude distri-
butions and therefore the number counts of quasars with such
Mg /Fe absorbers are significantly different from the ones
of similar quasars without such absorption lines. Equivalently,
more absorbers are found in front of bright quasars.

In order to further discard the existence of biases towards
any preferentialS/N during the absorber detection technique
(which we note was based on a visual inspection), we have also
performed our analysis on two subsamples of Mg/Fe ab-
sorbers having observed equivalent widthsWobs > 5.0 and
Wobs > 7.5 Å. Indeed, the greater the observed equivalent
widths are, the more robust their detection in spectra are. The
corresponding results are presented in Table 1. As we can see,
the signals for the larger equivalent widths subsamples show
gradients that are consistent with the main sample. This test
strengthens the interpretation that biases in the absorber detec-
tion procedure are not responsible for the differences measured

Table 1. This table lists the gradientγ of the ratio between the mag-
nitude distribution of the quasars with an absorber and the reference
population, as well as the significance level of a non-constant ratio
(γ = 0), for each magnitude band. These significance values come
from the 10 000 bootstrap subsamples (see Fig. 6).

Main sample:

108 QSO with abs.

Band Gradientγ Detection level

u −0.29± 0.12 2.4σ

b −0.66± 0.17 3.7σ

r −0.70± 0.15 4.4σ

Wobs> 5.0 Å

83 QSO with abs.

Band Gradientγ Detection level

u −0.35± 0.14 2.3σ

b −0.62± 0.19 3.0σ

r −0.65± 0.17 3.5σ

Wobs> 7.5 Å

37 QSO with abs.

Band Gradientγ Detection level

u −0.28± 0.21 1.2σ

b −0.78± 0.29 2.5σ

r −0.90± 0.25 3.3σ

in the magnitude distributions, and that the relative excess of
bright quasars with an absorber is real.

4. Interpretation

Given that the selection procedure of the two quasar popu-
lations discards biases with magnitude, the observed differ-
ences must be related to the presence of absorbers. Indeed,
such a structure along the line-of-sight of a quasar can mod-
ify the quasar magnitude in different ways. Firstly, the pres-
ence of dust in the absorber could cause some extinction and
redden the quasar light. Secondly, if the absorber is a galaxy it
could also contribute to the observed luminosity of the quasar.
Thirdly, if this absorber system is sufficiently massive it can
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Fig. 6. Distributions of the gradientsγboot obtained by fitting the ratio between the 10 000 bootstraps subsamples and the combined reference
sample, inu-, b- andr-bands. The scatter of these distributions allows us to define the significance levels of the tilt detection for the sample of
quasars with an absorber. These detections are shown with the vertical lines.

gravitationally lens the background quasar and so modify its
magnitude. Finally, a fraction of the absorbers could be phys-
ically associated with the quasars and therefore correlate with
their physical properties and orientations. In this section, we
review these effects and estimate their impact on the quasar
magnitude distribution.

4.1. Obscuration effects

Absorber systems are believed to contain dust which produces
extinction effects on the background quasar (Pei & Fall 1995).
This phenomenon is wavelength-dependent: bluer parts of the
spectrum are more affected, rendering the absorption-line sam-
ple to appear redder than the reference one.

Extinction effects will shift the quasar magnitude distribu-
tion to fainter magnitudes. Given the shape of these distribu-
tions in our case (see Fig. 5), extinction effects should increase
the number offaint quasars and thus tilt the magnitude distri-
bution of the quasars with an absorber to a positive gradientγ.
In contrast, we detected the opposite effect in the previous sec-
tion, i.e. a negative gradient. This implies the existence of a
phenomenon related to the absorber whose amplitude is oppo-
site to and dominates over extinction effects.

Besides, we note that since extinction effects are expected
to be stronger in bluer bands, this could well explain the lower
amplitude of the tilt observed in theu-band compared to the
r-band.

4.2. Flux contribution from the absorber

It is believed that the systems responsible for the Mg/Fe ab-
sorptions observed in the background quasar spectra might be
associated with galaxies. If these galaxies are bright enough
and if the impact parameter is small enough, they could con-
tribute to the magnitudes measured for the quasars. The con-
tribution to the ratio between the apparent luminosity distribu-
tions of the quasars with and without absorbers is:

R
(
lobs
QSO

)
=

lQSO+ labsorber

lQSO
· (2)

Therefore this effect would increase the relative number offaint
quasars with respect to the number of bright ones. It would
therefore give rise to a positive gradientγ, as opposed to the
negative values observed in the previous section.

It is known from deep observations of both DLAs and
Mg  systems (Le Brun et al. 1997; Boiss´e et al. 1998;
Bergeron & Boiss´e 1991) that the luminosity of these objects is
small. Thus, the flux contribution of the absorber to the quasar
luminosity is probably small in general. Moreover, absorbers
are located at various redshifts and have different luminosities.
Since these parameters are uncorrelated with the properties of
the background quasar, such effects should further reduce the
absorber flux contribution to the global magnitude distribution.

4.3. Gravitational lensing

Under the assumption that the absorber systems are interven-
ing galaxies along the lines-of-sight, a likely explanation for
the observed trend in the magnitude distributions is themagni-
fication biasdue to gravitational lensing. Indeed, gravitational
magnification has two effects:

– first, the flux received from background quasars is in-
creased by a magnification factorµ which is related to the
overdensities of matter along their line-of-sight;

– on the other hand, the solid angle in which sources appear
is stretched. The probability of observing such quasars is
reduced.

Additionally, a “by-pass” effect causes the lines-of-sight to-
wards background quasars to avoid the central parts of galaxies
and reduces their effective cross-section for absorption.

Considering the first effects, the relative change in the num-
ber of quasars with absorbers depends on the magnification
factor µ and the shape of the quasar magnitude distribution.
Indeed, this effect shifts the magnitude distribution of the back-
ground sources towards brighter values. The steeper the num-
ber counts, the higher the increase. The number of sources
with a steep luminosity function, like bright quasars, will be in-
creased. On the other hand if the local number counts decreases
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Fig. 7.The value of 2.5×β(m)−1 is shown as a function of magnitude
in the u-, b- and r-bands and indicate the relative excess of bright
quasars with absorbers expected from the magnification bias. Note
that the three bands span different magnitude ranges.

as a function of magnitude, the corresponding number of lensed
quasars is reduced. As we show now, this effect depends on
the magnification factorµ and the gradient of the number of
sources as a function of magnitude. Letn0(s) ds be the num-
ber of unlensed quasars with a flux in the range [s, s+ ds] and
n(s) ds the corresponding number of lensed quasars. Let’s write
the unlensed source counts as

n0(s) ds = a s−β(s) ds. (3)

The magnification effect will enlarge the sky solid angle, thus
modifying the source density by a factor 1/µ, and at the same
time increase their fluxes by a factorµ. These effects act as
follows on the number of lensed sources:

n(s) ds = Prob(µ) × 1
µ

n0

(
s
µ

)
ds
µ

= Prob(µ) × µ−2 a

(
s
µ

)β(s/µ)
ds (4)

where Prob(µ) is the probability of having a lens with magni-
fication µ giving rise to the absorption lines of interest in the
quasar spectrum. This coefficient plays only the role of a nor-
malisation factor. Ifβ does not vary appreciably over the in-
terval [s, s/µ], which is well satisfied ifµ departs weakly from
unity, then

n(s) ≈ Prob(µ) × µβ(s)−2 n0(s) (5)

which can be written as a function of magnitude as

n(m) ≈ Prob(µ) × µ2.5 β(m)−1 n0(m) (6)

whereβ(m) = d log[n0(m)] / dm. The final effect, i.e. a rela-
tive excess or deficit of lensed quasars with a magnitudem, is
then controlled by the value ofβ(m). We have computed this
quantity using the values ofn0(m) given by the sample of refer-
ence (i.e. unlensed) quasars introduced above. The results are
plotted in in Fig. 7. As we can see, it indicates that the mag-
nification bias would give rise to a relative excess of bright
quasars with absorbers whereas faint quasars are depleted. Here
we note also that the magnification biasis chromatic since the

β value depends on the observed wavelength. In some cases,
such an effect can thus introduce some correlations between
the absorbers and the quasar magnitudes, colours, spectral in-
dex for example.

The additional effect mentioned above, the by-pass effect,
is detailed in Smette et al. (1997) and Bartelmann & Loeb
(1995). It systematically reduces the number of observable
high-equivalent widths absorption lines for impact parameters
smaller than the Einstein radius of the lens and is independent
on the magnitude of the background sources.

In order toillustrate that the lensing explanation is in quan-
titative agreement with our measurements we consider now a
simplifiedscenario and compute the corresponding lensing ef-
fects. For estimating the amplificationµ we assume the dark
matter distribution of the absorbers to be isothermal with a ve-
locity dispersion between 100 and 200 km s−1 as it is expected
for spiral galaxies. For a quasar atz = 2, an absorber atz = 1
and an effective impact parameter of 10 kpc (following the spa-
tial distribution given by Steidel 1993 for DLAs) we find an
amplification 1.07 <∼ µ <∼ 1.3 forΩm = 0.3 andΩΛ = 0.7. The
impact parameter being a few times larger than the Einstein ra-
dius of the lens, the by-pass effect becomes rather weak (see
Fig. 3 in Smette et al. 1997) and can be neglected in the follow-
ing. Therefore the total magnification bias is simply described
by Eq. (6). Using the values ofβ(m) introduced above, we plot
µ2.5β(m)−1 in Fig. 8 for the three different bands. The correspond-
ing curves describe the relative excess of quasars with an ab-
sorber and are therefore directly related to the lower panels of
Fig. 5. Our simplified model does not aim at reproducing the
exact amplitude and shape of expected lensing effects. It is only
an indication of the magnification bias behaviour. As we can in
Fig. 8, it shows that the overallgradientsobtained from gravita-
tional lensing are similar to the ones measured from the data in
the previous section (note that the amplitudes cannot be com-
pared in a straightforward manner contrary to the gradients).
This quantitative result strengthens the evidence towards grav-
itational lensing being at the origin of the tilt measured in this
study. It also shows how the signal found in Sect. 3 is related to
the average magnification due to absorber halos and can there-
fore constrain their mass distribution.

More detailed calculations taking into account the redshift
distributions of the quasars and the absorbers as well as a dis-
tribution of impact parameters and the inclusion of the by-pass
effect are beyond the scope of this paper; but they will be re-
quired in the future in order to estimate the expected lensing
effects more accurately and to infer some constraints from such
observations on the potential wells of these systems.

4.4. Intrinsic absorbers

Despite the fact that intervening galaxies are clearly at the ori-
gin of some absorption lines, a number of our absorber systems
may actually be physically associated to the quasars. Such as-
sociations have been confirmed when broad absorption lines
are seen in quasar spectra (Turnshek 1988; Weymann 1997) but
the situation is still unclear in the case of narrow lines (Borgeest
& Mehlert 1993). Recently, Richards et al. (1999, 2001),
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Fig. 8. The value of the gravitational magnification biasµ2.5β(m)−1 is plotted as a function of magnitude, for theu-, b- andr-bands. The ampli-
ficationµ depends on the lens properties and the coefficientβ is the logarithmic slope of the reference quasar number counts (see Fig. 7). As
described by Eq. (6) this quantity is proportional to the expected ratio between the number of quasars with and without absorbers as a function
of magnitude. We are considering here asimplifiedmodel with amplifications ranging fromµ = 1.07 to 1.3, as motivated in the text. Theoverall
gradientsgiven by this magnification bias are comparable to the one observed from the data. Note that the amplitudes can not be compared
given the need of normalizing the samples.

Fig. 9. Distribution of absorber escape velocities. The vertical lines
located at 45 000 and 90 000 km s−1 indicate the limits used for the
two low and high escape-velocity subsamples.

Richards (2001) and Ellison et al. (2002) observed correlations
between quasar properties (magnitude, spectral index) and the
number of absorbers found in their spectra. Richards et al. sug-
gested that the presence of absorbers might be related to the
orientation of the quasars and thus gives rise to some correla-
tions with quasar magnitudes.

To investigate whether associations could be responsible
for the magnitude differences observed in Sect. 3, we have re-
done our analysis for subsamples of absorbers with different
escape velocities. Indeed, associations can no longer be at the
origin of observed correlations when the velocity difference
between a quasar and a metal absorber is a substantial frac-
tion of the speed of light. Figure 9 shows the distribution of
the blueshifted absorber velocities relative to the emission-line
redshift of the QSOs, given by:

β =
v

c
=

(1+ zQSO)2 − (1+ zabs)2

(1+ zQSO)2 + (1+ zabs)2
· (7)

Table 2. Values of the gradientsγ found for absorber subsamples of
different escape velocity ranges. At low escape velocities, either grav-
itational lensing or physical associations might be able to give rise to
negativeγ values, whereas only lensing seems to be able to be at the
origin of the effect found for the high-escape velocity sample.

Low escape velocity

v < 45× 103 km s−1

39 QSO with abs.

Band Gradientγ Detection

u −0.40± 0.20 1.8σ

b −0.84± 0.28 2.8σ

r −0.71± 0.25 2.7σ

Medium escape velocity

v > 90× 103 km s−1

39 QSO with abs.

Band Gradientγ Detection

u −0.48± 0.21 2.1σ

b −0.66± 0.27 2.2σ

r −0.56± 0.24 2.1σ

In order to see how the signal varies as a function ofβ we anal-
yse two subsamples of the same size: one with escape veloci-
tiesv > 90× 103 km s−1, i.e. for which associations can hardly
be invoked, and a corresponding low-escape velocity sample
with v < 45× 103 km s−1. Each sample has 39 systems. The
results are summarized in Table 2 where we present the val-
ues of the gradientsγ and their significance, for theu-, b- and
r-bands. The size of these subsamples being reduced by al-
most a factor three compared to the measurement performed
in Sect. 3, it is expected to have significantly lower detection
levels. Nethertheless we can observe that the signal can be de-
tected in each case at the 2σ level at least. Within the accuracy
we can reach, theγ values do not show any specific trend with
escape velocity.

For the low-escape velocity sample the detection of the tilt
could arise either from correlations due to associated absorbers,
as suggested by Richards et al. (1999, 2001), or from gravita-
tional lensing effects. In this case, each scenario is plausible.
However, the detection of the tilt for the high-escape velocity
sample can hardly be explained by associations since this case
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deals with velocities higher than roughly one third of the light
speed. Therefore, for this subsample, we can fully attribute the
excess of bright (and/or deficit of faint) quasars with an ab-
sorber to gravitational lensing effects.

Since such a lensing signal contains valuable information
about the gravitational potential of the absorbers, it would be
of great interest to estimate the fraction of associated absorbers
as a function of escape velocity. This will allow us to maximise
the number of quasars for which only lensing induced corre-
lations are expected and therefore improve the accuracy of the
magnification bias measurement.

5. Conclusion

Using the first release of the 2dF quasar survey (2QZ), we have
looked for the magnification bias due to intervening absorption
systems along the line-of-sight of quasars. Contrarily to previ-
ous studies which searched changes in quasar magnitudes due
to presence of numerous but weak absorbers in quasar spectra,
we have focused on the strongest absorption systems.

The 2QZ sample lists over 10 000 quasars of which 1363
were visually inspected by Outram et al. (2001) for the compi-
lation of a strong metal absorber catalogue. Motivated by the
idea that some of these systems may trace galaxies, amagni-
fication biasis expected to modify the magnitude distribution
of the corresponding background quasars (Bartelmann & Loeb
1995; Pei 1995; Perna et al. 1997; Smette et al. 1997). In order
to measure such an effect, we have carefully selected samples
of quasars and absorbers according to the following main steps:

– From the catalogue compiled by Outram et al. (2001) we
selected the Mg/Fe absorbers. Note that these systems
have 1.3 <∼W0 (Mg  doublet)<∼ 9.0 Å.

– For the corresponding observed equivalent widths, we have
checked that the detection of these absorption lines is not
biased with respect to the signal-to-noise of the spectra.

– We define a reference population by bootstrapping the pop-
ulation of quasars without absorber with a redshift distribu-
tion identical to the one of quasars with an absorber.

By comparing the magnitude distributions of the resulting
quasar populations, we have showed that these are significantly
tilted: an excess of bright (and/or a deficit of faint) quasars with
an absorber is detected at the 2.4, 3.7 and 4.4σ levels in theu,
b and r-bands. Moreover a consistent signal is still detected
(at the 3.3σ in r-band) if we use only the absorbers with the
highest observed equivalent widths (W > 7.5 Å), i.e. systems
much less sensitive to biases in the detection procedure. Given
the similar redshift and signal-to-noise properties imposed by
our sample selection, this magnitude difference is necessarily
related to the presence of the absorbers. This detection implies
that number counts of quasars with strong Mg/Fe absorbers
are substantially modified with respect to quasars without such
absorbers along their line-of-sight and corrections have to be
applied in order to recover the true underlying properties of
these objects.

We review different effects arising when a matter concen-
tration intercepts the light coming from a quasar: extinction
and reddening, flux contributions from the absorbing system,

gravitational lensing and correlations due to physical quasar-
absorber associations. We argued that only the two latter ex-
planations can give rise to the trend we observe. We have then
redone our analysis on two subsamples of the same size hav-
ing low (v < 45× 103 km s−1) and high (v > 90× 103 km s−1)
quasar-absorber velocity differences. In each case we detected
similar magnitude changes (at the 1.8 to 2.8σ). For the low-
escape velocity sample, either gravitational lensing or physi-
cal associations could be at the origin of the observed corre-
lation. However for the high velocity sample, the only likely
explanation for the changes in the magnitude of quasars with
an absorber is gravitational lensing since, in this case, the ve-
locity differences between quasars and absorbers are greater
than roughly one third of the light speed. Being able to iso-
late and measure such a lensing signal is of great interest since
this magnification bias contains information about the absorber
gravitational potential.

Our analysis also shows that the changes in quasar mag-
nitudes due to the presence of absorbers tend to be stronger
in redder bands. This trend might be explained by extinction
effects since they give rise to an effect opposite to that of grav-
itational lensing, i.e. a relative excess offaint quasars with
an absorber, which is expected to be stronger in bluer bands.
Isolating gravitational lensing from extinction effects would be
possible by using complete quasar samples in different bands.

The effects of the magnification bias depend on the slope of
the source number-counts as a function of magnitude and there-
fore on the characteristics of a given survey. In the case of 2QZ
quasars, the corresponding number count slopes are expected
to give rise to a relative excess of bright quasars, in agreement
with our detection. Moreover, we have shown that asimplified
gravitational lensing model gives quantitative tilt predictions
comparable to the ones observed in the magnitude distribution
of quasars with absorbers. More accurate measurements of this
effect might therefore give us interesting constraints on the ab-
sorber mass distribution.

It should be emphasized that such a lensing technique al-
lows us to greatly extend the usual redshift ranges probed by
existing statistical shear or magnification measurements (see
Mellier 1999 for a review). Indeed, given the need of back-
ground galaxies, these previous measurements were restricted
to zlens <∼ 1, whereas the use of quasars and absorbers allows
us to easily probe lensing effects atzlens ∼ 1−2. Moreover the
lenses are selected according to their lensing optical depth as
opposed to mass or luminosity.

We are currently undertaking a similar analysis using SDSS
spectra. Using a different survey and facing different systemat-
ics will allow us to check the significance of the present detec-
tion. Besides the larger sample sizes that Sloan will provide,
the better spectrum quality will allow the detection of various
kinds of absorption lines. Therefore we will be able to extend
the analysis to different metal absorbers and see, via the mag-
nification bias, how they populate dark matter halos. This tech-
nique might therefore provide a promising tool to get new con-
strains on the nature of high-redshift absorber systems.
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Appendix A: The sample of quasars
with Mg II/Fe II absorbers

This appendix gives explicitly the list of quasars with absorbers
we use in our analysis. The initial sample comes from Outram
et al. (2001). We refer the reader to this paper for the details
about the compilation of this catalogue, as well as more infor-
mation on each system.

Table A.1 summarises the main steps we used in order to se-
lect our sample of quasars with strong Mg/Fe absorbers. A
detailed list of the corresponding objects is given in Table A.2.
From the list of quasars with Mg/Fe absorbers given by
Outram et al., we do not take into account two systems in our
analysis: the first one (flagged R1) is a quasar not detected in
ther-band. The second one (flagged R2) has an absorber escape
velocity smaller than 3000 km s−1.

The A flag indicates the presence of two absorbers in the
quasar spectrum and the B flag is used when one of these two
absorbers haszabs≈ zQSO.

Table A.1. Summary of the successive steps of the sample selection
with the corresponding number of quasars.

reference quasars with
Selection criteria quasars absorber
1. Initial catalogue from Outram et al. 1135 129

(2001)
2. Selecting only quasars with Mg 1135 110

and Fe systems
3. Excluding quasars not detected 1114 109

in ther-band
4. Rejecting associated absorbers 1114 108

with ∆v < 3000 km s−1

Table A.2. Detailed list of the quasars with an absorber used in our
analysis.

Quasar zem S/N zabs W0 Flag

J000534.0-290308 2.347 19 1.168 4.83

J000811.6-310508 1.683 25 0.715 2.55

J001123.8-292500 1.280 20 0.605 6.82

J001233.1-292718 1.565 16 0.913 2.83

J002832.4-271917 1.622 47 0.753 1.83

J003142.9-292434 1.586 23 0.930 5.39

J003533.7-291246 1.492 17 1.457 3.78

J003843.9-301511 1.319 43 0.979 2.93

J004406.3-302640 2.203 22 1.042 3.10

J005628.5-290104 1.809 23 1.409 3.63

J011102.0-284307 1.479 26 1.156 3.24

J011720.9-295813 1.646 36 0.793 2.53 R1

J012012.8-301106 1.195 64 0.684 4.01

J012315.6-293615 1.423 16 1.113 2.30

J013032.6-285017 1.670 16 1.516 3.37

J013356.8-292223 2.222 17 0.838 4.64

Table A.2. continued.

Quasar zem S/N zabs W0 Flag

J013659.8-294727 1.319 17 1.295 3.01
J014729.4-272915 1.697 15 0.811 3.92
J014844.9-302817 1.109 49 0.867 1.75
J015550.0-283833 0.946 35 0.677 2.62
J015553.8-302650 1.512 16 1.316 3.18
J015647.9-283143 0.919 17 0.884 3.14
J015929.7-310619 1.275 28 1.079 1.56
J021134.8-293751 0.786 18 0.616 3.45
J021826.9-292121 2.469 19 1.205 4.45
J022215.6-273231 1.724 23 0.611 2.55
J022620.4-285751 2.171 18 1.022 9.03
J023212.9-291450 1.835 15 1.212 4.63 A
J024824.4-310944 1.399 26 0.789 4.91 A, B
J025259.6-321125 1.954 17 1.735 3.94a

J025608.0-311732 1.255 33 0.973 4.62 A
J025919.2-321650 1.557 16 1.356 3.15
J030249.6-321600 0.898 48 0.821 4.54
J030324.3-300734 1.713 42 1.190 2.95
J030647.6-302021 0.806 21 0.745 4.21
J030711.4-303935 1.181 25 0.966 2.81 A, B
J030718.5-302517 0.992 25 0.711 4.95
J030944.7-285513 2.117 21 0.931 3.39
J031255.0-281020 0.954 15 0.955 2.06 R2
J031309.2-280807 1.435 21 0.950 1.78
J031426.9-301133 2.071 25 1.128 6.08 A
J095605.0-015037 1.188 20 1.045 3.04
J095938.2-003501 1.875 27 1.598 4.31
J101230.1-010743 2.360 17 1.370 2.83
J101556.2-003506 2.462 17 1.489 2.29
J101636.2-023422 1.519 18 0.912 2.90
J101742.3+013216 1.457 18 1.313 1.72a

J102645.2-022101 2.401 23 1.581 1.31
J105304.0-020114 1.527 16 0.888 5.76
J105620.0-000852 1.440 22 1.285 1.70
J110603.4+002207 1.659 36 1.018 2.08
J110736.6+000328 1.726 51 0.953 2.65
J114101.3+000825 1.573 17 0.841 3.93
J115352.0-024609 1.835 20 1.204 2.90
J115559.7-015420 1.261 19 1.132 3.75
J120455.1+002640 1.557 16 0.597 3.92
J120826.9-020531 1.724 20 0.761 5.31
J120827.0-014524 1.552 15 0.621 3.13
J120836.2-020727 1.081 27 0.873 1.97
J122454.4-012753 1.347 20 1.089 2.14
J125031.6+000216 2.100 20 1.327 2.61
J125658.3-002123 1.273 28 0.947 3.62
J130019.9+002641 1.748 17 1.225 5.92
J130433.0-013916 1.596 19 1.410 8.05
J130622.8-014541 2.152 16 1.332 3.67
J133052.4+003219 1.474 52 1.327 1.89
J134448.0-005257 2.083 18 0.932 5.44
J135941.1-002016 1.389 30 1.120 2.97
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Table A.2.continued.

Quasar zem S/N zabs W0 Flag

J140224.1+003001 2.411 24 1.387 2.85

J140710.5-004915 1.509 16 1.484 3.49

J141051.2+001546 2.598 16 1.170 4.74

J144715.4-014836 1.606 18 1.354 2.02

J214726.8-291017 1.678 35 0.931 1.74

J214836.0-275854 1.998 55 1.112 1.40

J215024.1-282508 2.655 30 1.144 1.88

J215034.6-280520 1.358 35 1.139 1.58

J215222.9-283549 1.228 24 0.927 2.59

J215342.9-301413 1.729 31 1.037 1.54

J215359.0-292108 1.160 22 1.036 3.33

J215955.4-292909 1.477 23 1.241 6.24

J220003.0-320156 2.047 16 1.135 3.20

J220137.0-290743 1.266 24 0.600 3.81

J220208.5-292422 1.522 47 1.490 2.98

J220214.0-293039 2.259 78 1.219 3.39

J220655.3-313621 1.550 15 0.754 4.60

J221155.2-272427 2.209 35 1.390 2.76

J221546.4-273441 1.967 20 0.785 2.86

J222849.4-304735 1.948 33 1.094 3.86

J223309.9-310617 1.702 47 1.146 2.58

J224009.4-311420 1.861 29 1.450 2.04b

J225915.2-285458 1.986 18 1.405 4.57

J230214.7-312139 1.699 21 0.955 1.98

J230829.8-285651 1.291 43 0.726 3.94

J230915.3-273509 2.823 18 1.060 4.66

J231227.4-311814 2.743 20 1.555 2.95

J231459.5-291146 1.795 39 1.402 3.12

J232023.2-301506 1.149 17 1.078 3.50

J232330.4-292123 1.547 17 0.811 3.70

J232700.2-302637 1.921 38 1.476 6.41 A

J232914.9-301339 1.494 20 1.294 2.78

J232942.3-302348 1.829 15 1.581 6.99

J233940.1-312036 2.611 27 1.444 2.34

J234321.6-304036 1.956 28 1.052 2.87

J234400.8-293224 1.517 35 0.851 3.13

J234405.7-295533 1.705 19 1.359 2.88

J234527.5-311843 2.065 48 0.828 6.67

J234550.4-313612 1.649 39 1.138 1.95

J234753.0-304508 1.659 39 1.421 2.49

J235714.9-273659 1.732 24 0.814 3.52

J235722.1-303513 1.910 19 1.309 3.65

a Rest equivalent width of Fe λ = 2600 Å (Mg blended with sky
lines).
b Rest equivalent width of Mg λ = 2796 Å only.


